
Week of April 20th 
Day 1 Suggested Activities: 
❏ Daily Message (Seesaw) 
❏ What is it Bag?The Letter Hh (SeeSaw video and activity) 

❏  Practice writing uppercase and lowercase letters using letter formation script 
❏ The Mr. Sun Song (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hlzvrEfyL2Y) 
❏ Watch read aloud book (SeeSaw) 

❏  If no internet, pick a book to read with your child 
❏ Complete Day/Night Sky craft activity (in envelope) 

❏ Take a picture and send to Miss Amy on Remind or Seesaw 
❏ Play Catch (Throw a big ball back and forth from about 5 feet away) 
❏ Seesaw Activity 
❏ Make a card for someone and send it in the mail 
❏ Practice zipping and buttoning a coat or shirt 
❏ Trace and write your name  (Use paper copy of letter formation script to help your 

child) 
❏ Model letters by saying the script as they write each letter with a crayon 
❏ If your child can independently write their first name, you can do this activity with 

middle name, last name, names of family, or other words! 
❏ Keep this paper to write on another day using a different color of crayon  
❏ Send Miss Amy a photo of your name on Remind or SeeSaw 

 
 

Day 2 Suggested Activities: 
❏ Daily Message (Seesaw) 
❏ What is it Bag? (SeeSaw video) 

❏  Take Turns telling what you know about the items in the bag 
❏ We’re Going to the Moon Song (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DEHBrmZxAf8) 
❏ Watch read aloud book (SeeSaw) 

❏  If no internet, pick a book to read with your child 
❏ Complete Day and Night mobile (in envelope) 

❏ Take a picture and send to Miss Amy on Remind or Seesaw 
❏ Practice kicking a ball 
❏ Seesaw Activity 
❏ Call, FaceTime, or Skype with someone that you are missing to show them you 

care 
❏ Trace and write your name  (Use the paper from the day before and choose a different 

color to trace over) 
❏ If your child can independently write their first name, you can do this activity with 

last name, names of family, or other words! 
❏ Send Miss Amy a photo of your name on Remind or SeeSaw 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hlzvrEfyL2Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DEHBrmZxAf8


 
Bonus Activities: 
❏ Watch read aloud video (Seesaw, or pick a book to read with your child). 
❏ Draw in journals- What do you like to do during the day? What do you like to do 

at night? (in envelope) 
❏ Take a picture of your journal page and send to Miss Amy 

❏ Five Little Monkeys Song (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IxF0iayJR-s)  
❏ Place chairs and pillows around the room; practice stepping, jumping or 

crawling over, under and around 
❏ Practice turn taking by playing a simple board game or card game like Go 

Fish, Memory, Candy Land 
❏ Seesaw Activity 
❏ Trace and write your name 

 
 
Week of April 27th 
Day 1 Suggested Activities: 
❏ Daily Message (Seesaw) 
❏ What is it Bag? The Letter Qq  (SeeSaw video) 

❏  Practice writing uppercase and lowercase letters using letter formation 
script 

❏ Slippery Fish Song  (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KXfTXCIXIq8) 
❏ Watch read aloud book (SeeSaw) 

❏  If no internet, pick a book to read with your child 
❏ Complete Rainbow Fish Craft (in envelope) 

❏ Take a picture and send to Miss Amy on Remind or Seesaw 
❏ Dig in the dirt, sand or rocks  
❏ Activity on Seesaw 
❏ Talk about the emotions of characters in a book. Ask, “How do you think he 

is feeling? How do you know?” 
❏ Trace and write your name  (Use the paper from the day before and choose a 

different color to trace over) 
❏ Model letters by saying the script as they write each letter with a crayon 
❏ If your child can independently write their first name, you can do this 

activity with last name, names of family, or other words! 
❏ Keep this paper to write on another day using a different color of crayon  
❏ Send Miss Amy a photo of your name on Remind or SeeSaw 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IxF0iayJR-s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KXfTXCIXIq8


 
Day 2 Suggested Activities: 
❏ Daily Message (Seesaw) 
❏ What is it Bag? (SeeSaw video) 

❏  Take Turns telling what you know about the items in the bag 
❏ Under the Sea song (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tL2zlFNfbFs&t=) 
❏ Watch read aloud book (SeeSaw) 

❏  If no internet, pick a book to read with your child 
❏ Complete Shark Craft (in envelope) 

❏ Take a picture and send to Miss Amy on Remind or Seesaw 
❏ Practice running outside from one object (tree, house, bench) to the next 

object 
❏ Activity on Seesaw 
❏ Talk about a problem you had today and how you worked through it or what 

you could do differently next time (Mealtime conversation) 
❏ Trace and write your name  (Use the paper from the day before and choose a 

different color to trace over) 
❏ Model letters by saying the script as they write each letter with a crayon 
❏ If your child can independently write their first name, you can do this 

activity with last name, names of family, or other words! 
❏ Keep this paper to write on another day using a different color of crayon  
❏ Send Miss Amy a photo of your name on Remind or SeeSaw 

 
 
 
 
Bonus Activities: 
❏ Watch read aloud video (Seesaw, or pick a book to read with your child). 
❏ Complete Ocean Scene Craft (in envelope) 

❏ Take a picture and send to Miss Amy on Remind or Seesaw 
❏ Shapes Song (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w6eTDfkvPmo) 
❏ Throw balled up socks to see if you can make it into a basket 
❏ Activity on Seesaw 
❏ Talk about 3 Good Things that happened today (mealtime conversation)  
❏ Trace and write your name 

 
 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tL2zlFNfbFs&t=
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w6eTDfkvPmo


 
Week of May 4th 
Day 1 Suggested Activities: 
❏ Daily Message (Seesaw) 
❏ What is it Bag? The Letter Ww (SeeSaw video) 

❏  Practice writing uppercase and lowercase letters using letter formation script 
❏ 10 Little Fishies Song  (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dg0cQtVisLw) 
❏ Watch read aloud book (SeeSaw) 

❏  If no internet, pick a book to read with your child 
❏ Complete Jellyfish Craft (in envelope) 

❏ Take a picture and send to Miss Amy on Remind or Seesaw 
❏ Spin in circles (put both arms out and spin in circles, stop and spin the other direction)  
❏ Activity on Seesaw 
❏ Help your family make supper and clean up after 
❏ Trace and write your name  (Use the paper from the day before and choose a different 

color to trace over) 
❏ Model letters by saying the script as they write each letter with a crayon 
❏ If your child can independently write their first name, you can do this activity with 

last name, names of family, or other words! 
❏ Keep this paper to write on another day using a different color of crayon  
❏ Send Miss Amy a photo of your name on Remind or SeeSaw 

 
Day 2 Suggested Activities: 
❏ Daily Message (Seesaw) 
❏ What is it Bag? (SeeSaw video) 

❏ Take Turns telling what you know about the items in the bag 
❏ Baby Shark song (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XqZsoesa55w) 
❏ Watch read aloud book (SeeSaw) 

❏  If no internet, pick a book to read with your child 
❏ Complete Shape Sea Creature (in envelope) 

❏ Take a picture and send to Miss Amy on Remind or Seesaw 
❏ Hop on one foot (try hopping on one foot at least 2 times and then switch to the other 

foot) 
❏ Activity on Seesaw 
❏ Call, FaceTime, or Skype with someone that you are missing to show them you 

care 
❏ Trace and write your name  (Use the paper from the day before and choose a different 

color to trace over) 
❏ Model letters by saying the script as they write each letter with a crayon 
❏ Keep this paper to write on another day using a different color of crayon  
❏ Send Miss Amy a photo of your name on Remind or SeeSaw 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dg0cQtVisLw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XqZsoesa55w


 
Bonus Activities: 
❏ Watch read aloud video (Seesaw, or pick a book to read with your child). 
❏ Complete Sea Creature Journal (in envelope) 

❏ Take a picture and send to Miss Amy on Remind or Seesaw 
❏ The Goldfish Song (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cg-wnQKRHTs) 
❏ Do the crab walk (hands and feet on the ground and stomach in the air) 
❏ Activity on Seesaw 
❏ Talk about how you are feeling today (mealtime conversation)  
❏ Trace and write your name 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cg-wnQKRHTs

